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What do auto insurance consumers expect? 

• Affordability  
 If premiums are too high, drivers may risk driving 

without insurance.  
• Rate Stability 
 Significant premium increases in one year are 

difficult to manage 
• Availability 
 Even drivers with a poor record need to be able 

to get insurance. 
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AffordabilityDriving a vehicle is necessary for many Albertans. Resource based economy means that many jobs are outside of locations served by public transit.  More than one vehicle in a family. Premiums need to be affordable.  Rate StabilityPrices of all kinds of commodities and services increase with increases in the cost of living. Consumers react when there is a large jump in prices –insurance premiums are no different. Availability



How I connected with consumers… 

 
 Telephone survey  

800 Albertans 

Web survey  
200 Albertans  

Focus Group  
Edmonton 

Focus Group  
Calgary 

Personal 
telephone 

interviews – Rural 
Alberta 

Other Stakeholders/ 
Information sources 
 
•Insurance Brokers 
• Superintendent of 
Insurance 
• Alberta Transportation 
Safety Services 
• GISA, ICBC, SGI  
 Consumers who 

wrote or called 
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 Contracted with an independent marketing research firm Telephone survey of 800 Albertans across the province and a web survey with 200 consumers re:Their experience in obtaining insuranceImpression of the level of premiums ct coverage. whether they shop around views on the need for the AIRB to broaden their mandate to regulate optional coverage. Conducted focus groups in Edmonton and Calgary Contacted others by telephone. complete survey is appended to the reportNewspaper ads Superintendent of Insurance Insurance Brokers Association of Alberta



Are premiums reasonable? 
 

– 57% of consumers surveyed agreed that 
premiums are ‘fair and reasonable’ – compared  
to 55% in 2013. 46% in 2005. 

– Many drivers with no ‘at fault claims’ still feel that 
they pay too much and that the difference in 
premium between good drivers and poor drivers is 
not large enough. 

– Calls to the Superintendent of Insurance have not 
increased in the past year.  
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Premiums have increased since 
2012 by 2.4% 

•  Premiums for basic 
(mandatory) coverage have 
decreased since 2005 by 9%. 
• Premiums for additional 
(optional) coverage have 
increased over that period by 
39%. 
• Overall, premiums have 
increased by less than 1% per 
year since 2005.  
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Presentation Notes
This chart is average premiums – includes both basic and optional. Overall premiums have increased from 2011 to 2012 by 1.6%. 



Availability Encourages Drivers to Carry Insurance 

• Insurance is available to all 
drivers.  
 
• Convictions decreased again 
this year by 3% 
 
• Drivers at the highest grid steps 
are paying between $4000 and 
$7000 per year for basic 
insurance. 
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Fewer than 1% of the consumers surveyed indicated that they had difficulty obtaining insurance. 



Overall, good drivers subsidize drivers with a 
poor driving record  

• Premiums for drivers with ‘at fault’ accidents 
and demerits that are ‘off the grid’ are 
insufficient to cover their loss costs 

• Premiums for vehicles that are ‘on the grid’ 
may be too high. 
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 Consumer view of bad drivers.  Truth is that if premiums are too high they will still drive, just won’t carry insurance. Some small percentage are unlucky rather than bad. Penalty for driving w/o insurance is $2500. Challenges with enforcement. Risk to consumer if they do not carry collision and have an accident with an uninsured driver. Pay their own costs. Chiro interviewee – had to claim back.  One woman carrying $12000 insurance for 3 vehicles. 800 vehicles on the grid at +6 and higher where the loss cost is 30-40%. These drivers are paying too much. 



Alberta’s Premiums are Reasonable 
Compared to other Provinces 

• Average rates are higher 
than the Maritimes and 
Saskatchewan.  
• Average rates are slightly 
lower than B.C. and 
significantly lower than 
Ontario. 
 
 

Source : Insurance Bureau of 
Canada , SGI, ICBC 
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Note that this is ‘average premium’ and that it is 2011. Based on data provided by GISA, SGI and ICBC for 2011. Selected provinces that provide similar coverage. There are still significant differences with respect to accident benefits that are reflected in the rates. Also differences in driving conditions and weather.Premiums are for mandatory and optional coverage. Note that the AIRB is only making a determination on basic coverage. Premium for AB for 2011  is $1069.   Alberta’s 2011 average premium of $1069  is approximately 29% lower than Ontario at $1507. Slightly lower than B.C. (B.C. includes commercial vehicles). Younger drivers pay less in B.C. Higher than Maritime provinces.Higher than Saskatchewan at $879. No right to sue for pain and suffering. 



Traffic Safety 
Incidence of Accidents on a Per Capita basis continues to decrease 
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Distracted Driving 

• Current penalties are 
$172 fine – no demerits 

• 83% of those surveyed 
felt that penalties are 
inadequate. Agreed that 
demerit points would 
increase compliance. 
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Consumers are ‘shopping around’ less than in 2005 

•    35% of consumers polled obtained a 
competitive quote for insurance – 86% stayed 
with their existing insurer. This compares to 
58% who ‘shopped around’ in 2005. 

• The survey indicates that consumers continue 
to rely on their broker or direct writer for 
quotes.  

• Some respondents felt that on-line quoting 
had limited value. 
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If the number of consumers shopping around is an indication of satisfaction – consumers are more satisfied in 2012 than they were in 2005. 32% shopped around in 2012 compared to 58% in 2005



Consumer Response to Usage Based Insurance 

 
• Good drivers and inexperienced drivers with a good 

driving history should pay less if they opt for UBI.  
• As UBI becomes more pervasive there is a risk that 

drivers with a poor driving record will pay more than 
they do under current plans. 

• There is a risk that these drivers will increasingly forego 
buying insurance.  

• Consumers are interested in UBI but have concerns and 
questions about privacy and access to data.  

• The IBAA prefers a universal platform. 
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Unbundling and usage based insurance will have an impact. Increased segmentation of drivers.  Grid rates need to provide a realistic ceiling for premiums.



Changes to Regulatory Process should benefit 
consumers 

• Consumers support the regulation of both 
mandatory and additional coverage 

• The new process should allow a rebalancing of 
rates between mandatory and additional 
coverage. 
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Conclusions 

• Auto insurance is affordable for most drivers 
• Rates are stable - Total premiums  have 

increased by less than 1% per year since 2005. 
• The ‘all comers rule’ continues to be effective 

in making insurance available. 
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Affordable – people are carrying insurance. Fewer people are shopping around. 



Considerations for the AIRB 

• Gradual increases in rates are preferable to a 
significant hike in one year. 

• If UBI is introduced, ensure that rates for non-
participants are fair– particularly for 
additional coverage, where the grid is not in 
place. 

• Rates for new drivers and those with poor 
driving records need to be fair, not punitive. 
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